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Prologue

Nadir and Delia are in love, but the girl’s father, Ali Baba, has refused to give
his consent to their marriage, as he has promised Delia to Aboul-Hassan, the
powerful head of customs. On returning from a long journey, in a wild land-
scape near Isfahan, Nadir reflects on his poverty and his sorrow; only by be-
coming rich will he be able to marry his sweetheart. He unexpectedly comes
across the hideout of Ours-Kan and his gang: a cave that opens and closes
to the magic words “Open Sesame!”. If all the treasures stored in the cave
were his, he could claim Delia’s hand. So, once Ours-Kan and his gang have
gone, Nadir approaches the cave and pronounces the magical formula.

Act One

At Ali Baba’s home in Isfahan, the preparations are underway for the wed-
ding of Delia and Aboul-Hassan. While Ali Baba is satisfied with the forth-
coming union, his daughter thinks of her lover far away. An unexpected
stranger arrives, but the notes of a flute rising from the street tell Delia that
it is really Nadir. In return for Delia’s hand, the stranger offers ten times the
amount of gold agreed upon by Ali Baba and Aboul-Hassan, and claims that
he has infinite wealth. Delia’s slave and confidante, Morgiane, is enchanted
at the sight of Nadir’s treasure. Ali Baba, whose business dealings have not
always been above board – he has concealed forty sacks of undeclared cof-
fee – fears Aboul-Hassan; even so, he agrees to Nadir marrying his daughter.
However, Aboul-Hassan arrives to claim his bride and he blackmails Ali Baba
over the forty hidden sacks of coffee. Feeling threatened, Ali Baba denies
Nadir Delia’s hand.

Act Two

With the help of his servant, Phaor, Ali Baba moves the undeclared sacks of
coffee to a safe place out of Aboul-Hassan’s way. This precaution, however,
is useless because Nadir, in the meantime, has convinced the customs chief
to renounce his suit by offering him a large sum of money. The young man’s
claims of great wealth make Ali Baba suspicious about the origin of such
riches and he asks him about it. Nadir is reluctant to reveal his secret, but
blackmailed by the merchant, who threatens to withdraw his consent to the
marriage if he does not tell him, he describes how he has discovered the
cave where Ours-Kan hides his treasure, and how to gain access. Phaor en-
ters with the news that Delia has been kidnapped by a gang of robbers; cer-
tain that it is the doing of Aboul-Hassan, Nadir organises a search party to
go and free her.
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Act Three

Inside the cave, Ours-Kan and his henchmen, Calaf and Thamar, talk of their
latest exploit and the capture of Delia, who is now contested by the three
men. As soon as the robbers leave the cave, Ali Baba arrives to see whether
the story of the magical phrase and the great riches is true. When the three
robbers return, the merchant, who has forgotten the words of the formula,
is captured. At first, Ours-Kan, Calaf and Thamar wish to kill him, but when
they discover that he is a rich merchant, they decide to demand a ransom
for his release. The miserly Ali Baba would rather die than pay the ransom,
but Delia persuades him to accept, and they arrange to give Ours-Kan the
money at the merchant’s castle in Erzerum.

Act Four

Ali Baba and Delia arrive at the castle, accompanied by Ours-Kan and Calaf
disguised as merchants wanting to collect the ransom. Delia, however, man-
ages to reveal to Nadir the true identity of the merchants and their real in-
tentions. The risk proves to be much more serious when Morgiane realises
that the robbers are only pretending to transport forty sacks of coffee: in re-
ality, each one contains a member of the gang, ready to leap into action
when the signal is given. With Nadir and Delia’s help, Morgiane thinks up a
plan to counter the danger, but during the banquet, Aboul-Hassan and his
men enter and set fire to the forty sacks of coffee, thus burning the robbers
hidden inside. The head of customs, who has come to punish Ali Baba’s act
of fraud, involuntarily turns out to be the merchant’s saviour.

(Traduzione di Chris Owen)


